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For the Graduate class of 2016, the past two 
years has been a time of movement away from 
the cool exterior of style towards the warm 
center of practice.  Style offers us a way to 
achieve a limited kind of mastery and to have 
a simple kind of relationship to the art of the 
past, by resembling it, but the master of fine art 
is not only a master of her own narrow style. 
This group of artists has steadily expanded their 
concepts of mastery and developed critical 
relationships to their work and to the work of 
others.    
The class of 2016 has not only undertaken 
this journey from the surface to the center 
of their work, but they have also shared 
that journey with the rest of their school 
community through studio visits, conversations, 
artist’s lectures, independent studies and 
shared critiques. They have reflected on and 
articulated their processes, and filled us in on 
the things that have happened in the relative 
solitude of their studios.    
They have also managed to remain open to our 
criticisms and our challenges while exposing 
their methods, assumptions and ambitions to 
the kind of interrogation necessary for our 
assessment of their capacity to do original 
research and contribute to their field on a level 
appropriate for a graduate student in 2016.

The research interests of these artists are 
as varied as the techniques, audiences and 
subjects addressed by contemporary practice, 
but there are strong themes that connect the 
work in this exhibition. Melissa Capasso, Javan 
Grover, AnneMarie Graham and Dianne Hebbert 
are all heavily invested in stretching painting’s 
capacity to portray personalities from familial, 
political and mythological sources.  Michael 
Uttaro, Charles Sommer, Tegan Brozyna, 
Debbi Kenote, Alyssa McClenaghan, Valery 
Estabrook, and Steven Naukam do not all share 
a medium (they range from photography to 
installation and sculpture) but they all create 
landscapes (idealistic, speculative or nostalgic) 
that acknowledge an inner political cosmology 
both familiar and alien to us. Abigail Miller, 
Francesca Simonite and Angela Kim investigate 
scale and the keepsake’s fragile relationship 
to truthfulness in mediums as diverse as 
photography, ceramics, fiber and drawing.     
This exhibition represents the last work these 
artists will present to us for our assessment. It 
signals the end of their formal role as students 
here at Brooklyn College and begins a set 
of productive and interesting contributions 
to contemporary art that I look forward to 
following over the next several decades.     

    Mike Cloud, April 2016
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The line. Primordial ingredient of aesthetic 
form. Contour, border, outline, mark. An act 
of beginning. The edge of things. Shape’s 
precursor. Weight’s messenger. Light’s 
chauffeur. In visual language, line is often the 
unconscious aim of the body, and the brush, 
and the photographic lens. Like capitalization, 
it indicates sentence beginnings in image speak. 
Fundamentals at work.    
As in visual language, the line aims itself in story 
also. Its arc bends to hold story’s conflict—
its story-line, actually. And its through-line 
indicates thematic purpose, the reason behind 
that story, the marrow of the thing. What 
Robert Bresson called what you keep most 
hidden. In story, the through-line shoulders 
meaning—the essence language is used to 
talk around. What you keep at the very edge 
of understanding, hidden in plain sight. Slavoj 
Zizek labels this its ideology. A thing that by not 
saying out loud, actually resonates as having 
been most said.    
Hack screenwriters and authors turn these 
through-lines into actual speaking lines—lines 
spoken by characters. Re-watch the two side 
by-side films on Truman Capote’s penning of 
In Cold Blood: the better one indicates that he 

may be doing the wrong thing by using accused 
killers Perry Smith’s and Richard Hickock’s death 
to finish his novel, the lessor has Sandra Bullock 
actually telling us so. Any artwork’s message is 
sunlight—overpowering if looked at directly. 
Sometimes, gagged out by the artist if they 
know what they’re trying to say too well. (One 
should be careful not to point too deep inside.) 
It becomes far easier to look past what we’re 
trying to say as artists, focus on process, focus 
on aesthetics—start with a line—and insinuate 
what is trying to be said.   
 Jean-Luc Goddard tells us that every film is 
a documentary of its actors. He means the 
performance documents how they choose both 
to perform, and how they instinctually are while 
being watched. But if films document their 
actors, they reveal their filmmakers. Are the 
story of how their makers think, communicate, 
dream. The story of the way they make films.     
The line is the documentary of the hand, but 
the story of the artist’s meaning behind their 
performance of that line. The line, as the 
underlying ingredient, is very often the ideology 
of the work and of the maker. Where it goes. 
How it moves. What it holds in gesture and 
color and in what medium. The line invisibly 

messengers the meaning, at the very edge of 
things makes us prolong our look.    
 For 14 artists at Brooklyn College, the edge 
of things underscores their own becoming. 
Each through-line in each work resonates 
uniquely—its essence singular to the artist. 
But any exhibition of works requires its own 
through-line, and line—the edge of things, 
shape’s precursor, weight’s messenger, hell, 
vessel, hell its directional course—is Thru 
Line’s through-line.     
An entry point—the beginning of a 
sentence—for shade-throwing photographic 
sculptures (Francesca Simonite), child-
eyed West Coast development-inspired 
architectural paintings (Debbi Kenote), 
geometric computer-referential netherworlds 
in airbrush and lead (Charles Sommer), velum 
life-sized contour family portraits (Dianne 
Hebbert). The line smudges through textural 
oil landscapes by Steven Naukam, teeters 
meticulously colored paper in a topography 
between threads in hanging sculptures by 
Tegan M. Brozyna, or dangles, in a corkscrew 
tangle, from the mussed collage of bygone 
decorative stuffs by Alyssa McClenaghan into 
new sculptural organisms carrying memory, 

and biology, animalizing romantic escape.     
It is an access point for process-based, 
home-spun patterns and collages of patterns, 
handmade from a digital ideation (Michael 
Uttaro), to hand-drawn selfie photos and 
their masculine counterparts in classic cinema 
(AnneMarie Graham), to textural paintings 
somewhere between Philip Guston and like-
nothing-you’ve-ever-seen-before (Melissa 
Capasso). Carries through Valery Estabrook’s 
video and installation upholstering of split 
identity, American Confederate and Korean 
emigrant, in Abigail Miller’s theatrical mélange 
of large-scale intimacies and mythologies, 
in Javan Grover’s painterly appropriations 
of history and symbolism, and in Angela 
Kim’s dark ceramic visions painted in deep 
abstracted black.      
Follow the line in each.     
We are delighted to experience the lines of 
these MFA candidates and look forward to 
following them all the way through. 
         
    Andrew Gori + Ambre Kelly
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Tegan M. Brozyna
 
I have a natural penchant for exploring my surroundings in fine detail. It is a desire for 
communion: I want to experience the intimate in the immense landscape and to break down 
the complexity of my daily environment. As part of this exploration I collect artifacts: unique 
shapes and color palettes from my everyday habitat. By investigating the smaller aspects 
of an environment, particularly those that I can hold in the palm of my hand, I am able to 
communicate its specific essence. I am also forced to confront my own vulnerability and 
hypervigilance. This process of investigation manifests itself as woven collages that are modular 
with smaller components being dissected and gathered, much like stones accumulating into a 
mountain. Borrowing from the language of weaving, colorful clusters of paper are layered and 
suspended in space by the tension of threads. Delicate yet strengthened by their interwoven 
structure, these modular forms reach upward in harmony. This reflects a need to find and 
cultivate peace in a world clamoring with noise and weighted by violence and pain.

www.teganmbrozyna.com

Blöndúos
2015
Painted paper, thread, nails and wood
21” x 10”
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Melissa Capasso
 
Through the lens of portraiture, my work explores the place of the body in relation to the 
psyche. Moving between exteriors and interiors, layers of paint create an organic, imperfect 
surface that acts like a skin.  Within this skin, I mark boundaries with anatomical references 
like hands, feet, and eyes, grounding the work with contours that are easily identified. Amidst 
the tangle of familiar body parts, staccato marks, and patterns of line and color, an inner world 
is suggested. Together the representational and abstract create a place of visual comparison 
where an identity emerges comprised of what can be seen and what can be felt.    

www.melissacapasso.com

Born Again
2016
Oil and acrylic on wood panel
40” x 40”
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Valery Jung Estabrook
 
Before 1970, the immigrant population of the American South was less than one percent. Over 
the past few decades that number has surged and today in Virginia (where I grew up) almost 
one-fifth of all native born children have a foreign born parent. As the region’s identity evolves 
and becomes more global and diverse with each generation, we must re-examine the lingering 
presence of Confederate symbols that proclaim heritage. These images not only remind us of 
the region’s troubled past, but they also perpetuate the romanticized myth of the Lost Cause; 
they cling to an alternate reality, frozen in time. Being raised in a small town known for its 
prominent role in Civil War history, I —  a mixed-race, second generation Korean American — 
was taught to revere a past with which I felt no connection. Despite this, over the course of 
my childhood I grew to call this place home, and found my own sense of self as a Southerner. 
My work reveals hidden personal histories, allowing others to peer into a space that many 
like me occupy: a state of psychological exile, of the in-between, of longing yet not belonging. 
By challenging the notions of heritage and Southern nationalism, I hope to facilitate honest 
conversations regarding race, alienation, and assimilation. What does it mean to be a “real” 
Southerner? What does it mean to be an American?  

www.valeryestabrook.com
valery@valeryestabrook.com

Hometown Hero
2016
Recliner, custom upholstery, fabric panels, polyester batting
Dimensions vary with installation
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AnneMarie Graham
 
My work explores the various connections, exchanges, and interactions that occur within human 
relationships. Expressive situations demonstrated between characters from film and television 
are depicted in my work through the use of abstraction and mixed media. These characters and 
specific scenes act as projections of my own emotions and experiences.  

www.agraham91.wordpress.com

Donnie Brasco
2015
Graphite, ink and acrylic
39” x 51”
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Javan Grover
 
I paint the first thing that comes to mind. There is a mystery in painting. I am training myself to 
see. It has a certain sound, constant throughout time.

www.javangrover.com

Apollo and Dionysus
2015 
Oil on canvas
22” x 22”
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Dianne Cristine Hebbert
 
My larger than life and life-size portraits explore representations of power and identity through 
dimension and posture. In these works I am exploring these dynamics by referencing my own 
experiences and biography as a Nicaraguan American woman. The paintings are depictions of 
people from my life, whom I love and admire. After painting onto frosted mylar with flashe 
paint I then cutout the figures or cutout portions of the rectangular frame, thereby removing 
them from a pictorial background. The paintings hang like objects in space. They are meant 
to exist as we do, constantly in motion, interacting with our surroundings. Installation, with 
its multiple viewpoints, allows for a sense of play and the creation of a community laden with 
nostalgia and suggestive of social issues. 

diannehebbert@me.com 

Installation view (from left to right):

Anilyse
2015 
Flashe paint on mylar 
60” x 24”

Kukika #Miskito
2015 
Flashe paint on mylar 
73” x 28.5”

Love Songs, I
2016 
Flashe paint on mylar
80” x 40.5
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Debbi Kenote 
 
My work exists at the intersection of child psychology, object making and social activism. 
Growing up in a homeschool setting, combined with my current experience as a teacher in 
NYC public schools, has instilled in me an interest in the imagery and psychology of childhood 
play. In my sculptures, charming shapes of castles, clouds and bubbles are welded and erected 
into brightly painted modular objects. Personal associations from childhood conflict with 
adult knowledge and result in an uneasy affection. The forms embody both handmade and 
manufactured toy characteristics, displaying irregular lines in contrast to shiny, monotone 
surfaces. Familiar playful forms are dissected and emerge as unapproachable icons or toys 
that invite participation. The work as a whole uses timeless images of utopia as a base for 
questioning the increasing limitation on children’s freedom to play. In Western society, where 
rigid steel dominates play environments and recess and arts programs are becoming obsolete, 
these icons showcase an imagined ideal of youth. Through this series of sculptures and 
accompanying drawings I hope to exhibit incongruities in Western ideals of youth, utopia,  
and liberty. 

www.debbikenote.com

Blue Cloud
2016
Painted steel
20” x 16” x 24”
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Angela Young Kim
 
My work is about the human event, the autonomous, and even the banal micro moments in 
our daily lives which I feel have resonance, value, and merit. I articulate through the physicality 
of the visual language sublime emotions outside of the noise and facade of social civility. I use 
an amalgam of discarded materials and fuse them with clay and paint to break down civilized 
language and bring out hidden emotions. I am reproducing the visceral experiences with 
fragmented pieces of ceramics and acrylic on canvas. Fragments allude to some specific event 
but after a while they are just tantalizing reminders of those moments. My work addresses the 
question of how I can turn personal emotions into a shared language.

www.angelayoungkim.com

Duck
2015
Mixed media, fired glazed ceramic and acrylic paint on canvas
36” x 36”
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Alyssa McClenaghan 

Raised by a nurse and a realtor in a post-industrial town, I was imbued from a young age with 
an affection for both the body and the home. Growing up surrounded by Victorian architecture 
that was oozing with a façade of wealth and prosperity, I have found myself continually mining 
the visual expressions of accumulated excess. Victorian homes evoke feminine imagery often 
with an emphasis on sexuality and death. These opulent, excessive floral motifs make their 
way into my work encrusting and engulfing forms extracted from the body. Abstracted legs, 
breasts, and twisted torsos recur, dripping and expelling various textiles. These forms, frozen in 
domestic materials that have been transformed from their original existence, become a strange 
amalgamation of both life and death. Imparting a personality into these objects, I begin to 
unfold my history through their forms and veneers. Dialogues of femininity, domesticity, abuse, 
abortion, and reproduction are expressed through knotted, folded, and twisted materials. I 
often use upholstery and insulation foams coated in joint compound, which I then paint and 
adorn with caulk. The unstable, soft, flexible materials are coated in a hard yet also unstable 
material; the rigidity is merely a mask, as with the slightest bit of movement or pressure 
the rough exterior coating will crack. The precariousness of each work’s exterior becomes a 
metaphor for the many shells we carry everyday. 

www.alyssamcclenaghan.com

Sit Up Tall  
2016 
Upholstery foam, joint compound, various fabrics, caulk, acrylic paint, board, marine 
polyurethane, and table legs
Approx. 26” x 45” x 45” 
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material; the rigidity is merely a mask, as with the slightest bit of movement or pressure 
the rough exterior coating will crack. The precariousness of each work’s exterior becomes a 
metaphor for the many shells we carry everyday. 

www.alyssamcclenaghan.com

Sit Up Tall  
2016 
Upholstery foam, joint compound, various fabrics, caulk, acrylic paint, board, marine 
polyurethane, and table legs
Approx. 26” x 45” x 45” 



Abigail S. Miller

I am interested in things that fold, roll, unroll, transform and collapse, including scrolls, 
books, costumes, temporary structures, awkward events, and revolutionary struggle. I 
want to unfold patterns, garments, stories and rituals that will shelter and protect us, 
but also change what we mean by protect: helping us feel safe so we can take risks, 
increasing our capacity for not knowing. My practice includes drawing, printmaking, 
collage, knitting, sewing, and creating large collaborative spectacles, employing 
the queer strategies of dazzle camouflage and secret language. I gravitate towards 
laborious processes and messy collaborations; I work with and through process, 
material, mess, bodies, exhaustion, and dreams.

abigailsmiller.com | abigailsmiller@gmail.com 

Untitled Sweater
2015
Hand knit wool
26” x 60”
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Steven Naukam
 
My practice is an attempt to preserve places that resonate with particular meaning in my life. 
Working from photographs I have taken or from direct observation, I paint landscapes and 
cityscapes. Place is an integral part of human identity—where you were born, where you grew 
up, where you have lived, and where you have traveled. I grew up in Rochester, NY; went to 
college in Binghamton, NY; and moved to Brooklyn to pursue an MFA in painting. Thus, when 
asked where I am from, the answer includes all three of these places. Memory functions as 
a crucial aspect here. Because of my memories, I identify strongly with places where I do not 
currently live. Therefore, in a sense I am holding onto the past by engaging this subject matter, 
but the process of painting this imagery also helps me let go and embrace wherever I currently 
am.

stevennaukam.com
steven.r.naukam@gmail.com

Red-spotted Newt and Leaves
2015
Oil on canvas
12” x 12” 
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Francesca Simonite
 
Growing up in a family of photographers has caused me to question what photography actually 
is and how it influences the way I understand my own experiences and memories. I believe that 
language works in similar ways as photography, informing how I remember and forget moments 
in time. In an attempt to explore the subjectivity and reality of the visual image and the written 
word, I manipulate personal 35mm snapshots and written memories, which I have accumulated 
over time. Thinking of myself as a camera, I am interested in seeing what happens when I 
physically alter the photographic image and words themselves. I question whether the act of 
cutting, dissecting, and rearranging my personal archive of photographs and text makes these 
moments more true to my original experiences, or just as false as a single frame, print, or word.

www.francescasimonite.com 
francescasimonite@gmail.com

Untitled
2015
Photo construction
4” x 5” x 2”
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Charles Sommer
 
The work that I am creating is an investigation into an alternate universe or dimension of my 
own construction. I am interested in the intersections between physical, digital, and mental 
spaces. Through making, I am inventing my own cosmology derived from my perceptions of 
scientific theories about quantum physics and the natural world, unexplained phenomena such 
as teleportation, the existence of multiple dimensions and science fiction. The main thread that 
connects these various influences are their infinite potential for investigation, understanding 
and development. I focus primarily on landscapes in order to solicit curiosity and a desire for 
exploration within myself and the viewer. With drawing as my point of departure and primary 
tool for developing a vocabulary specific to my constructed world, I piece together images that 
function as both illusion and physical form

www.charlessommerart.com

NET GIF (Still)
2015 
Stop motion animated GIF, sand, graphite and cut paper.
Dimensions variable
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Michael Uttaro
 
One way to look at painting is to try to consider the state of mind the artist was in as the piece 
was being made. Another is to empty the mind of any considerations at all and allow the work 
an opportunity to make its own impression upon you and a connection with another person. By 
striving to bring as closely together the experience of making the piece to that of viewing it, I 
aspire to make work that offers the opportunity for this connection to happen.

www.michaeluttaro.com

The Flower Bed
2015
Mixed media
48” x 58”
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